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Abstract
We compare tame actions in the category of schemes with torsors in the category
of log schemes endowed with the log flat topology. We prove that actions underlying
log flat torsors are tame. Conversely, starting from a tame cover of a regular scheme
that is a fppf torsor on the complement of a divisor with normal crossings, it is
possible to build a log flat torsor that dominates this cover. In brief, the theory of
log flat torsors gives a canonical approach to the problem of extending torsors into
tame covers.
1 Introduction
Let X be a scheme, and let G be a finite locally free group scheme over X . Let Y an
X-scheme on which G acts. What does it means for the action of G on Y to be tame ?
A large amount of work has been done on this question in the past few years. Let us
first mention the foundational paper by Chinburg, Erez, Pappas and Taylor [CEPT96],
where a notion of tame action was introduced. This notion was used in many subsequent
papers. In the present text, we refer to it as CEPT-tameness.
More recently, and independently, Abramovich, Olsson and Vistoli have introduced in
[AOV08] the notion of tame stack. Sophie Marques proved in [Mar12] that, if the quotient
Y/G exists in the category of schemes, and if the morphism Y → Y/G is flat, then these
two notions of tameness coincide, namely, the action of G of Y is CEPT-tame if and only
if the quotient stack [Y/G] is tame (see Remark 3.7).
In this paper, the notion of tameness we use is that of [AOV08], but the applications
we have in mind are linked with situations and problems relative to CEPT-tameness. Our
main results are formulated in a setting where the two notions coincide, so the reader who
is more familiar with CEPT-tameness should not be bothered about that.
Nevertheless, we adopt in our study a third point of view: that of Grothendieck and
Murre [GM71], which is for us an important source of inspiration. The approach is to
start from a G-torsor over some dense open subset of X , and try to extend it into some
X-scheme on which G acts tamely.
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More precisely, let X be a noetherian regular scheme, and let D be a normal crossing
divisor on X . Let U ⊆ X be the open complement of D in X . Roughly speaking, a tame
G-cover of X relative to D is a finite flat morphism Y → X such that G acts tamely on
Y , and such that YU → U is a G-torsor (see Definition 3.6).
The following questions immediately arise:
1. Given a G-torsor over U , under which condition is it possible to extend it into a
tame G-cover of X ?
2. Among all the possible extensions of a given G-torsor into a tame G-cover, is there
a canonical choice ?
We give here an answer to these questions in terms of log flat torsors. More precisely,
we show the following (cf. Theorem 3.12):
Theorem 1.1. A G-torsor t over U can be extended into a tame G-cover of X if and only
if it can be extended into a log flat G-torsor tlog over X(logD). Moreover, the scheme
underlying tlog is the initial object in the category of tame G-covers extending t.
When the group G is e´tale, this result is already implicitly contained in the work
of Grothendieck and Murre [GM71]. Indeed, they require a tame cover to be a normal
scheme, that is, they select the initial object right from the beginning. This implies the
unicity of a tame cover extending a given torsor.
This work is a continuation of our previous paper [Gil], in which log schemes and log
flat torsors were the central tool. The idea, already explored in [Gil], that tame actions
should be linked with log flat torsors is now made precise here, at least in the particular
setting of Theorem 1.1. This clarifies a lot the situation. We also prove a more general
result (see Corollary 3.4) in a single direction: the action underlying a G-torsor for the
log flat topology over any fs log scheme has a tame quotient stack. In [Gil], a similar
result was proved under the hypothesis that G is commutative. The main difference is
that tame stacks are a more flexible tool than CEPT-tame actions, that we were using
previously.
Let us outline some consequences of Theorem 1.1.
The theory of CEPT-tame actions and covers has been developped in order to extend to
higher dimensional schemes methods and results about classical arithmetic Galois modules
(e.g. rings of integers of number fields), that are zero-dimensional objects over Spec(Z).
In section 3.4, we give examples where CEPT-tame covers induce log flat torsors. More
precisely, given an arithmetic variety X and a CEPT-tame G-cover Y → X that is flat
and whose branch divisor has normal crossings, it is possible, according to Proposition
3.18, to find another CEPT-tame G-cover Y ′ → X which is isomorphic to Y outside the
ramification locus, and can be endowed with the structure of a log flat G-torsor. We hope
that this point of view will give a new insight into the monumental work of Chinburg,
Pappas, Taylor et al. in the past 20 years.
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Prior to that, another theory of tame actions, using the language of Hopf algebras,
was introduced by Childs and Hurley [CH86], and subsequently developped by Childs.
The initial aim was to turn wild extensions into tame objects under some Hopf algebra.
This theory may nowdays be seen as a special case of CEPT-tameness. In section 3.3, we
show that, over a Dedeking ring, if such a tame action is generically a torsor, then the
maximal order on which the same Hopf algebra coacts can be endowed with the structure
of a log flat torsor.
Let us review briefly the contents of this paper. In section 2 we prove that, when G
is a finite flat linearly reductive group scheme, the restriction map from log flat torsors
over X(logD) to fppf torsors over U is an equivalence of categories (X , D and U being
as above). The main tools are a local description of G as an extension of an e´tale group
by a diagonalizable group, due to [AOV08], and a description of G-torsors similar to that
given by Olsson in [Ols].
In section 3, we prove in a fairly general setting that free actions in the category of log
schemes have a tame quotient in the category of schemes. Then we prove Theorem 3.12,
which is the main result of this paper. The proof relies on the key point, proved in
[AOV08], that tame stacks are locally isomorphic to quotient stacks by finite flat linearly
reductive group schemes. The end of the paper is devoted to applications, as outlined
above.
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2 Log flat torsors under linearly reductive group schemes
2.1 An equivalence of categories
We now recall briefly a nice equivalence of categories that is due to Olsson [Ols].
Let S be a site, with final object e. If G is a group object in S, we denote by
ShTorsS(e, G) the category of G-torsors over e in the category of sheaves on S. In this
section, the word torsor refers to sheaf torsors.
Let
1 −−−→ ∆ −−−→ G
s
−−−→ H −−−→ 1
be an exact sequence of group objects in S, where ∆ is abelian. This implies that the
map G→ H is a (∆,∆)-bitorsor.
Let P → T be any ∆-torsor. Then the quotient of G × P by the diagonal action of
∆ is denoted by G∧∆ P . This is a ∆-torsor over H × T , the action being induced by the
left action of ∆ on P .
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Let P be a G-torsor. Let P be the quotient of P by the action of ∆. Then P → P is
a ∆-torsor, P → e is a H-torsor, and the action of G on P induces a map
χP : G ∧
∆ P −→ H × P
(g, x) 7−→ (s(g), g.x)
which is a morphism between ∆-torsors over H × P , and therefore is an isomorphism.
Putting all these data together allows us to define a category.
Definition 2.1. Let C be the category whose objects are triples
(T, P → T, χ)
where
1. T → e is a H-torsor
2. P → T is a ∆-torsor
3. χ : G ∧∆ P → H × P is a morphism of ∆-torsors (over H × T )
4. The diagram
(G ∧G) ∧ P
m∧id
−−−→ G ∧ P
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
G ∧ (G ∧ P )
id∧χ
−−−→ G ∧ P
commutes, where m is the map induced by the multiplication in G.
Theorem 2.2. The functor
ShTorsS(e, G) −→ C
P 7−→ (P, P → P, χP )
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. The proof is extracted from [Ols]. We will construct a quasi-inverse to this functor.
Let (T, P → T, χ) be an object of C. Then by composing the maps
G× P −−−→ G ∧∆ P
χ
−−−→ H × P
pr
2−−−→ P
(where pr2 is the projection on the second factor) we get an action of G on P . It is easy
to check that this action endows P with the structure of a G-torsor.
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Let now TorsS(e, G) be the category of representable G-torsors over e. This means
that an object in TorsS(e, G) is an object in S with an action of G that turns it into a
torsor. In the rest of the text, all the torsors we consider are representable torsors. Thus,
it is useful to make the following easy remark.
Remark 2.3. Assume that:
(i) any H-torsor over e is representable ;
(ii) if T → e is a H-torsor, then any ∆-torsor over T is representable.
Then all the torsors involved in the definition of the category C are representable, and
any G-torsor over e is representable, i.e. ShTorsS(e, G) = TorsS(e, G).
2.2 Linearly reductive group schemes
Unless otherwise stated, our log schemes are fine and saturated log schemes, and their
log structures are defined in the e´tale topology.
Let X be a noetherian regular scheme, and let D be a normal crossing divisor on X .
Let j : U → X be the open complement of D in X . We endow X with the log structure
defined by
OX ∩ j∗O
∗
U −→ OX
We denote by X(logD) the resulting log scheme. If G is an X-group scheme, we denote
by Torskfl(X(logD), G) the category of representable G-torsors for the Kummer log flat
topology over X(logD), and by Torsfppf(U,GU) the category of representable GU -torsors
for the fppf topology over U .
The natural inclusion U → X(logD) indices a localization morphism from the fppf
site of U to the log flat site of X(logD). This gives us a natural restriction functor
Torskfl(X(logD), G) −−−→ Torsfppf(U,GU)
The following property is a restatement of [Gil09, Prop. 3.2.1].
Proposition 2.4. Let X and D be as before. Then, for any integer n ≥ 1, the restriction
functor
Torskfl(X(logD), µn) −−−→ Torsfppf(U, µn)
is an equivalence of categories.
In fact, it is proved in loc. cit. that the morphism H1kfl(X(logD), µn) → H
1
fppf(U, µn)
between the cohomology groups is an isomorphism. The group µn being finite flat com-
mutative over X , the log flat torsors involved are representable by [Kat91, Thm. 9.1].
Therefore, the statement we give here is equivalent.
We are going to extend this result to any finite flat linearly reductive group scheme
over X . For that purpose, we first recall the definition given in [AOV08].
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Definition 2.5. Let S be a scheme, and let G be a finite locally free S-group scheme.
We say that G is linearly reductive if the functor

G : QCohG(S) −−−→ QCoh(S)
which sends a quasi-coherent G-sheaf F on the sheaf FG of invariants under the action
of G, is exact.
Theorem 2.6. Let X and D be as before. Let G be a finite flat linearly reductive group
scheme over X. Then any G-torsor over X(logD) is representable (by a log scheme),
and the restriction functor
Torskfl(X(logD), G) −−−→ Torsfppf(U,GU)
is an equivalence of categories.
We first need a Lemma on log e´tale torsors.
Lemma 2.7. Let X and D be as before, and let f : Y → X(logD) be a log e´tale torsor
under a finite constant group H. Then the underlying scheme of Y is regular. Moreover,
the complement of V := f−1(U) is a normal crossing divisor on Y , and the log structure
of Y is associated to this divisor.
Proof. Let us first note (see [Ill02, Ex. 4.7 (c)]) that Y → X(logD) is a log e´tale H-
torsor if and only if V → U is an e´tale H-torsor and the underlying scheme of Y is a
tamely ramified covering ofX relative toD in the terminology of Grothendieck and Murre
[GM71, Def. 2.2.2]. In this setting, the fact that the underlying scheme of Y is regular
was proved by Grothendieck and Murre [GM71, Thm. 2.3.2 and Prop. 1.8.5]. Also, the
complement of V is a normal crossing divisor according to [GM71, Lemma 1.8.6]. The
fact that the log structure of Y is given by V can be checked locally for the e´tale topology.
This boils down to the case when H is constant, in which case the result is clear.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. The question is local for the e´tale topology on X . Therefore, we
may assume that X is the spectrum of a strictly henselian local ring, and that D is the
closed point of X . In this context, is has been proved by [AOV08, Lemma 2.20] that we
have an exact sequence
1 −−−→ ∆ −−−→ G −−−→ H −−−→ 1
where ∆ is diagonalizable, andH is constant of order coprime to the residue characteristics
of X . We note that H-torsors over X(logD) are representable (see [Ill02, Ex. 4.7 (c)]),
and, because ∆ is finite flat commutative, ∆-torsors over any noetherian fs log scheme are
representable by [Kat91, Thm. 9.1]. Therefore, G-torsors over X(logD) are representable
(see Remark 2.3).
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On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2, we have a nice description of G-torsors. This
description is valid in the topos of sheaves for the log flat topology on X(logD), as well
as in the topos of sheaves for the fppf topology on U . So it remains to prove that the
restriction functor
(T, P → T, χ) 7−→ (TU , PU → TU , χU)
is an equivalence between the two categories of triples. We will give a quasi-inverse to this
functor. Let us consider a triple (TU , PU → TU , χU) over U . The scheme H being constant
of order coprime to the residue characteristics of X , we know (see [Ill02, Thm. 7.6]) that
there exists a unique log e´tale H-torsor T → X(logD) extending TU . Moreover, by
Lemma 2.7, we know that T is a regular scheme, and that its log structure is induced by
a divisor with normal crossings. Therefore, it is possible to apply Proposition 2.4 over
the base T : the ∆-torsor PU → TU extends uniquely into a log flat ∆-torsor P → T .
It remains to extend the map χU . In other words, we have to prove that the restriction
functor
Torskfl(T ×H,∆) −−−→ Torsfppf(T ×H × U,∆)
is fully faithful. But in fact this is an equivalence of categories, because H being e´tale,
the log scheme T × H is again a regular scheme whose log structure is associated to a
divisor with normal crossings, so Proposition 2.4 can be applied to this situation.
Remark 2.8. Of course, this result no longer holds for an arbitrary linearly reductive
group scheme. For example, the functor
Torskfl(X(logD),Gm) −−−→ Torsfppf(U,Gm)
is not faithful (see the description given in [Gil09]).
3 Tame stacks and actions on log schemes
3.1 Free actions on log schemes
In this subsection, X is a locally noetherian scheme, (X,M) is a fine saturated log
scheme, and G is a finite flat group scheme over X . We refer to [AOV08, Def. 3.1] for
the definition of a tame stack. We formulate here an alternative characterisation in the
context of group actions.
Proposition 3.1. Let f : Y → X together with an action of G on Y under which f is
invariant. Then the stack [Y/G] is tame, with moduli space X, if and only if:
(i) f∗OY = OX
(ii) the functor
fG∗ : QCoh
G(Y ) −−−→ QCoh(X)
is exact.
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Proof. Indeed, these conditions ensure that is [Y/G] → X is a good moduli space in the
terminology of Alper [Alp09]. Therefore, the stack [Y/G] having finite inertia, we deduce
(see [Alp09, Remark 4.2]) that [Y/G] is a tame stack, with moduli space X .
Let Y be a X-scheme on which G acts. Let us recall the definition of the inertia group
scheme of this action at some point of Y . Let T be any scheme, and let z : T → Y be
some element of Y (T ). Then the inertia group of z is the fiber product
I(z) := (Y ×G)×Y×Y T
where the product over Y ×Y is relative to the maps (m, pr1) : Y ×G→ Y ×Y (m being
the action) and (z, z) : T → Y × Y . It is easy to check that I(z) is a subgroup scheme of
GT .
Proposition 3.2. Let (Y,N) → (X,M) be a log scheme on which G acts. If the action
of G on (Y,N) is free, then the inertia groups of the action of G on Y at geometric points
of Y are finite diagonalizable group schemes. In particular, the quotient stack [Y/G] is
tame.
Proof. According to [AOV08, Theorem 3.2], in order to prove that [Y/G] is tame, it
suffices to show that, given a geometric point x : Spec(k) → X of X , then for any
y : Spec(k) → Y above x, the inertia subgroup I(y) ⊆ Gk is finite flat linearly reductive
in the sense of [AOV08, Def. 2.4]. Finite diagonalizable group schemes being linearly
reductive, the last part of the statement follows from the first one.
Pulling back M along x (resp. N along y), we get two log structures Mx and Ny
on Spec(k). The morphism (Y,N) → (X,M) induces a morphism (Spec(k), Ny) →
(Spec(k),Mx). Now, let Aut((Spec(k), Ny) → (Spec(k),Mx)) be the group of automor-
phisms of the log scheme (Spec(k), Ny) that leave (Spec(k),Mx) invariant. Obviously,
such automorphisms induce the identity on Spec(k). So what remains is the sheaf of au-
tomorphisms of the log structure Ny that fix Mx. The field k being algebraically closed,
there exists a fine, saturated, sharp monoid P (resp. Q) such that My = k
∗ ⊕ P (resp.
Ny = k
∗ ⊕ Q). Then it is clear that the sheaf of automorphisms we are looking at is
representable by the diagonalizable group scheme D(Qgp/P gp).
Now, the action of G on (Y,N) is free, so the action of I(y) on (Spec(k), Ny) is also
free. Therefore, the natural map
I(y) −→ Aut((Spec(k), Ny)→ (Spec(k),Mx))
is injective. It follows that I(y) is a finite flat subgroup scheme of the diagonalizable
group scheme D(Qgp/P gp). So I(y) is diagonalizable, hence the result.
Remark 3.3. Thus, free actions on log schemes induce tame actions on the underlying
schemes. We note that these actions are quite special among tame actions: their inertia
groups are finite diagonalizable group schemes (in particular, they are commutative),
which is a much stronger requirement than just being linearly reductive.
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We are now interested in G-torsors for the log flat topology. The statement (i) below
can be viewed as a generalisation to the non commutative case of [Gil, Thm. 3.16], and
statement (ii) is some kind of Abhyankar’s Lemma for log flat torsors. Let us stress here
the fact that (ii) is a consequence of the highly technical results of [AOV08].
Corollary 3.4. Let (Y,N)→ (X,M) be a G-torsor for the log flat topology. Then:
(i) The quotient stack [Y/G] is tame, with moduli space X.
(ii) Let x ∈ X be a point. Then there exists an e´tale morphism W → X having x in its
image, a diagonalizable group scheme ∆, and a finite scheme T → W on which ∆
acts, together with an isomorphism [Y/G] ×X W ≃ [T/∆] of algebraic stacks over
W .
Proof. (i) By standard considerations on torsors, (X,M) is the quotient of (Y,N) by the
action of G. By definition, this quotient is the cokernel, in the category of log schemes, of
the maps m, pr1 : (Y,N)×(X,M)G→ (Y,N), where m is the action of G and pr1 is the first
projection. Here, the scheme G is endowed with the inverse image log structure from that
of X , so the underlying scheme of (Y,N)×(X,M)G is just Y ×XG. Moreover, the forgetful
functor from log schemes to schemes has a right adjoint, so it preserves cokernels. We
conclude that Y/G = X holds in the category of schemes. In fact, f : (Y,N) → (X,M)
being a G-torsor, the theory of descent gives us the relation
(f∗OY )
G = OX
Therefore, according to Proposition 3.1, it just remains to prove that [Y/G] is a tame
stack. This follows from Proposition 3.2. (ii) Let x ∈ X , and let y ∈ Y be a point
above x. Assume x and y have the same residue field, that we denote by k. Then the
inertia group I(y) of the action at y is finite flat over k, and, according to Proposition 3.2,
becomes diagonalizable over a finite separable extension of k. It follows that there exists
an e´tale morphism W → X having x in its image and a diagonalizable group scheme
∆ over W that extends I(y). Therefore, according to the proof of [AOV08, Prop. 3.6],
there exists a finite scheme T → W on which ∆ acts, together with an isomorphism
[Y/G] ×X W ≃ [T/∆] of algebraic stacks over W . In the general case, the stack [Y/G]
being tame, it is possible, by [AOV08, Prop. 3.7], to find a point y ∈ Y above x that
is defined over a finite separable extension of the residue field of x. After performing an
e´tale base change having x in its image, we recover the situation where x and y have the
same residue field, which concludes the proof.
Remark 3.5. As we said before, (ii) is a generalisation of Abhyankar’s Lemma. In the
version given by Grothendieck and Murre (see [GM71, Thm. 2.3.2]), the action of G on
Y is locally induced (for the e´tale topology) from some action of a diagonalizable group
∆. In our version, the stack is locally isomorphic (for the e´tale topology) to some [T/∆],
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which is a slightly weaker statement. Let us also note that Chinburg, Erez, Pappas and
Taylor prove in [CEPT96, Thm. 6.4] another generalisation of Abhyankar’s Lemma, that
they call a slice theorem, but they work with the fppf topology and assume that G is
commutative.
3.2 Tame covers with respect to a divisor with normal crossings
In this subsection, we consider again the situation of subsection 2.2 where X is a
noetherian regular scheme, and D is a normal crossing divisor on X . As usual, G is a
finite flat group scheme over X .
Definition 3.6. A tame G-cover relative to D is a finite flat scheme Y → X together
with an action of G on Y , such that
(1) the quotient stack [Y/G] is tame, with moduli space X
(2) YU → U is a GU -torsor for the fppf topology.
Remark 3.7. By recent work of Sophie Marques [Mar12], given a finite flat morphism
Y → X together with an action of G on Y such that X = Y/G, the quotient stack
[Y/G] is tame (with moduli space X) if and only if the action of G on Y is CEPT-tame
[CEPT96, Def. 7.1]. Therefore, we could replace condition (1) in Definition 3.6 above by:
Y = X/G and the action of G on Y is CEPT-tame.
Remark 3.8. The terminology we choose here is more general than that of Grothendieck
and Murre. More precisely, if G is e´tale and if Y → X is a tame G-cover relative to D,
then the normalisation of X in YU is a tame cover of X in the terminology of [GM71].
Of course, tame G-covers relative to D together with G-equivariant morphisms form
a category, that we denote by TameCover(X,D,G).
We have two restriction functors
RU : Torskfl(X(logD), G) −−−→ Torsfppf(U,G)
and
R′U : TameCover(X,D,G) −−−→ Torsfppf(U,G)
Proposition 3.9. The restriction functor RU is fully faithful.
Proof. This is proved as in [Gil, Prop. 3.6].
Using results from the previous subsection, it is easy to check that torsors over
X(logD) are tame covers relative to D.
Lemma 3.10. Let Y → X(logD) be a G-torsor for the log flat topology. Then the
underlying morphism of schemes Y ◦ → X is a tame G-cover relative to D.
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Proof. According to Definition 3.6, we first have to check that Y ◦ → X is finite flat. The
proof is the same as in [Gil, Prop. 3.2]. The result then follows from Corollary 3.4.
As a consequence, we get a functor
Ω : Torskfl(X(logD), G) −−−→ TameCover(X,D,G)
sending a (representable) G-torsor to the underlying scheme with the action of G. We
immediately observe that
RU = R
′
U ◦ Ω
Proposition 3.11. The functor Ω is fully faithful.
Proof. According to Proposition 3.9, the composite functor RU = R
′
U ◦Ω is fully faithful.
It follows that Ω is fully faithful.
The question now is: what is the image of this functor Ω, that is, what kind of tame
covers are coming from log flat torsors ? In fact, the situation is very similar to what
happens with the classical theory of tame covers, namely, log flat torsors provide initial
objects in the fibers of the functor R′U .
Theorem 3.12. The restriction functors RU and R
′
U in the diagram
Torskfl(X(logD), G)
Ω

RU
**❯❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
TameCover(X,D,G)
R′
U
//Torsfppf(U,G)
have the same image. Moreover, given t ∈ Torsfppf(U,G) in this image, and letting t
log be
the unique log flat G-torsor extending t, the tame G-cover Ω(tlog) underlying tlog is the
initial object in the category of tame G-covers extending t.
Proof. Everything follows from Lemma 3.15.
Remark 3.13. It is very important to note here that R′U is not fully faithful: given a
torsor t that lifts into a tame cover, there exists a priori several tame covers lifting t.
Fortunately, the log flat torsor furnishes an initial object in the category of all possible
lifts. In other words, the theory of log flat torsors gives a canonical approach to the
problem of extending torsors over U into tame covers of X .
Lemma 3.14. Let H be a finite flat linearly reductive group scheme on X, and let Y → X
be a tame H-cover relative to D. Let Y ♯U → X(logD) be the unique H-torsor for the log
flat topology extending YU → U , and let Y˜U be the underlying scheme of Y
♯
U . Then there
exists a unique H-equivariant morphism Y˜U → Y whose restriction to U is the identity.
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Proof. The question is local for the e´tale topology on X . Therefore, using a description
of tame H-covers as in Theorem 2.2, it suffices to prove that when H is constant and
when H = µn. When H is constant (more generally, when H is e´tale), the result is clear
because in this case we know that Y˜U is just the normalization of X in YU .
Assume now that H = µn. We can write Y = Spec(A) where A is a finite locally
free OX -algebra of rank n. The action of µn on Y corresponds to a (Z/n)-grading of A,
namely
A = OX ⊕D1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Dn−1
where the Di are OX -modules. The fact that A is locally free of rank n implies that the
Di are locally free, and, because YU is a µn-torsor, the Di have rank 1.
Let Y˜U → X be the underlying scheme of the unique log flat torsor extending YU , and
let Y˜U = Spec(B), what we need to prove is that there exists a unique morphism A→ B
of (Z/n)-graded algebras. But by flatness A and B are two subalgebras of AU = BU , so all
we need to prove is that A ⊆ B. It suffices to check that locally for the Zariski topology
on X . Moreover, X begin noetherian regular, it suffices to prove that this is the case
above points of codimension 1 in D. That is, we have to prove this when X = Spec(R) is
the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring. Let pi be a uniformizing element of R, and let
K be the fraction field of R, then AK := A⊗RK is a µn-torsor over Spec(K). Therefore,
by Kummer theory over K, there exists a unit u of R and an integer r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}
such that AK ≃ K[T ]/(T
n − upir). Then it follows from log flat Kummer theory that
B ⊆ AK is just R[T ]/(T
n − upir), that is, the subalgebra of AK generated by R and T .
On the other hand, the grading of A is induced by the grading of AK , namely
A = R⊕ (A ∩ TK)⊕ (A ∩ T 2K)⊕ · · ·
Now, it is clear that A ∩ TK is contained in TR, because if it were not, then (up to
some unit) α := pi−1T would belong to A. In this case, the relation (piα)n = upir with
r < n implies that pi is invertible in A, which contradicts the fact that A is a finite locally
free R-module. A similar reasonning proves that (A ∩ T qK) is contained inside T qR for
q ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. In other words, A is contained in B.
Lemma 3.15. Let f : Y → X be a tame G-cover relative to D. Then there exists a
G-torsor Y ♯U → X(logD) for the log flat topology that extends YU → U . Moreover, if
we denote by Y˜U → X the tame cover underlying this torsor, then there exists a unique
G-equivariant map of tame covers Y˜U → Y whose restriction to U is the identity.
Proof. The question is local for the e´tale topology on X . Therefore, the stack [Y/G] being
tame, we may assume, by [AOV08, Theorem 3.2], that there exists a scheme Z, finite over
X , and a linearly reductive group scheme H acting on Z such that [Y/G] ≃ [Z/H ]. Let
us denote by M this stack, then we have a canonical G-torsor Y → M and a canonical
H-torsor Z → M . Let E be the fiber product Z ×M Y , then we have by construction a
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cartesian square
E −−−→ Y


y


y
Z −−−→ M
in which vertical arrows are G-torsors, and horizontal arrows are H-torsors. Now, let us
restrict everything to U ⊆ X . Then, YU → U being a G-torsor, we get that [YU/G] = U ,
in other words MU = U . Therefore, ZU → U is a H-torsor. (We use here the following
elementary fact: a quotient stack is a scheme if and only if the action defines a torsor
over that scheme).
Let us note that both G and H act on E, and that these actions commute with each
other. This will be important for the sequel.
The map Z → X is flat. Indeed, we have a commutative diagram
E −−−→ Y


y


y
Z −−−→ X
in which E → X is finite flat (because E → Y and Y → X are finite flat). So, E → Z
being faithfully flat, we deduce that Z → X is flat. Therefore, Z → X is a tame H-cover
relative to D, and, according to Lemma 3.14, there exists a unique morphism Z♯U → Z
whose restriction to U is the identity. Here, Z♯U → X(logD) denotes the unique log flat
H-torsor extending ZU → U .
Let E♯U be the fiber product Z
♯
U ×Z E. This is a log scheme, and the first projection
E♯U → Z
♯
U is a strict morphism, and is a G-torsor, like E → Z was.
The situation is now the following: we have E♯U on which both G and H act, and these
actions (induced by the actions of G and H on E) commute with each other (because
that was already the case for E). This gives us an action of G × H on E♯U , obtained
by composing the two actions (the order in which we compose the actions does not
matter, because they commute). Also, the map E♯U → Z
♯
U is a G-torsor, and the map
Z♯U → X(logD) is a H-torsor. We now want to show that E
♯
U → X(logD) is a G ×H-
torsor. Let us pick a Kummer log flat cover T → X(logD) together with a section
s : T → E♯U (we could take T = E
♯
U for example). Then this section s induces a section
s′ : T → Z♯U . Therefore, Z
♯
U × T is the trivial H-torsor over T , i.e. s
′ induces an
isomorphism Z♯U × T ≃ H × T (the unadorned fiber products are over X(logD)). Also,
the section s together with the action of H on E♯U induces a section sH : H×T → E
♯
U×T .
By composing this sH with the previous isomorphism, we conclude that E
♯
U×T → Z
♯
U×T
is the trivial G-torsor. Putting all that together, we find that the natural map
G×H × T → E♯U × T
induced by the section s is an isomorphism. Thus, by Kummer log flat descent, this
proves that E♯U → X(logD) is a G×H-torsor.
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Now, it is clear that if we let Y ♯U be the quotient E
♯
U/H in the category of log schemes,
then E♯U → Y
♯
U is a H-torsor, and Y
♯
U → X(logD) is a G-torsor. Also, the natural H-
equivariant map E♯U → E gives rise to a map Y
♯
U → Y whose restriction to U is the
identity. This concludes the proof.
3.3 Tame objects for Hopf algebras over Dedekind rings
Let R be a Dedeking ring with fraction field K, and let X = Spec(R). Let G be a finite
flat group scheme over X , and let H be the R-Hopf algebra of G, so that G = Spec(H).
We assume that the generic fiber of G is an e´tale group scheme over Spec(K) (this is
satisfied if K has characteristic 0).
The notion of Galois H-object and tame H-object we refer to in this section are those
defined in the paper by Childs and Hurley [CH86].
Let Spec(F ) → Spec(K) be a G-torsor over Spec(K). In other terms, F is a Galois
HK-object. Many authors have been interested in the following question: under which
condition is it possible to find an R-order in the algebra F that has the structure of tame
H-object ?
Let Z → X be the normalization of X in Spec(F ) (i.e. the spectrum of the integral
closure of R in F ). Let U be the smallest open subset of X such that GU → U and
ZU → U are e´tale. We note that U is dense in X , because these conditions are satisfied
at the generic point of X . Therefore, the set D := X − U is a finite set of prime ideals
of R, and is trivially a divisor with normal crossings on X . Moreover, ZU → U has a
natural structure of GU -torsor: this is clear when GU is constant. In the general case
we perform an e´tale base change which turns GU into a constant group, and conclude by
descent theory.
We can now state the following consequence of Theorem 3.12:
Proposition 3.16. It is possible find an R-order in the algebra F that has the structure
of tame H-object if and only if it is possible to extend ZU → U into a G-torsor over
X(logD) for the log flat topology. Moreover, the algebra underlying the log flat torsor is
the maximal R-order in F that has a structure of tame H-object.
Proof. By combining [CEPT96, Thm. 2.6] and the result by S. Marques (see [Mar12]
and Remark 3.7), we see that an R-order O in F is a tame H-object if and only if
Spec(O) → X is a tame G-cover relative to D. The result then follows from Theorem
3.12.
Remark 3.17. In many cases, people have been interested in the following question:
when is it possible to find some Hopf order H ′ in HK such that the integral closure of R
in F is a tame H ′-object ? In our language: when is it possible to find a finite flat group
scheme G′ over X extending GU such that Z → X is a tame G
′-cover ? This question
has a complete known answer in special cases, for example, when the generic fiber of G
is constant cyclic of prime order (see [Chi87] and [Byo95]).
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The question we have been investigating here goes the other way: we fix H , and ask
when F can be extended into a tame H-object.
3.4 Tame covers of arithmetic schemes
Let R be a Dedeking ring with fraction field K, and let X → Spec(R) be a regular
scheme, projective and flat of relative dimension d over Spec(R). We assume that the
generic fiber of X is smooth over Spec(K) (this is satisfied if K has characteristic 0).
Let G be a finite flat group scheme over Spec(R), and let pi : Y → X be a finite
morphism with an action of G on Y that is CEPT-tame, with quotient X .
We make the following hypotheses:
(Hyp 1). The morphism pi is flat.
(Hyp 2). There exists a normal crossings divisor D on X , with complement U , such that
piU : YU → U is a G-torsor.
We note that similar hypotheses have been considered in several papers by Cassou-
Nogue`s, Chinburg, Pappas and Taylor [CPT07], [CPT09], [CNT10]. In most cases, they
also assume that D is a fibral divisor. Let us note that when Spec(R) → Spec(Z) is
surjective, then YK → XK is a G-torsor (see [CEPT97, 1.2.4(d)]), so D is fibral.
If G is constant and Y is normal, then pi is flat (see [CPT09, Remark 3.1]). In this case,
Y → X is tame in the sense of Grothendieck and Murre, so there exists a log structure
on Y that turns it into a log flat torsor over X(logD). The following Proposition is
a generalisation of this result. Namely, starting from a CEPT-tame G-cover satisfying
(Hyp 1) and (Hyp 2), there always exists a procedure (which may be thought of as a kind
of normalisation) which allows to build a log flat G-torsor from it. Moreover, the object
obtained is initial in the category of CEPT-tame G-covers.
Proposition 3.18. Let pi : Y → X be a CEPT-tame G-cover satisfying (Hyp 1) and
(Hyp 2) above. Then there exists a unique G-torsor for the log flat topology over X(logD)
that extends piU : YU → U . Moreover, the cover underlying this torsor is CEPT-tame,
and is initial in the category of CEPT-tame G-covers extending piU .
Proof. By the result of S. Marques (see [Mar12] and Remark 3.7), our tameness coincides
with CEPT-tameness in the present setting. The result follows from Lemma 3.15.
We hope that Proposition 3.18 will open new perspective on CEPT-tameness. In
particular, the “slice theorem” (Corollary 3.4) gives us a nice description of the local
structure, for the e´tale topology, of the initial CEPT-tame object.
Assume now that d = 1, that is, X is an arithmetic surface. Then, starting from a
CEPT-tame G-cover that is generically a torsor, and that satisfies (Hyp 1), it is possible
to get a CEPT-tame G-cover satisfying (Hyp 1) and (Hyp 2).
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Indeed, assume that pi : Y → X is generically a torsor, i.e. there exists a dense open
subset V ⊆ X such that piV is a torsor. Then, using the fact that X is an arithmetic
surface, it is not very hard to show that there exists a divisorD onX such thatX = V ∪D.
Let us note that, if the generic fiber of G is e´tale, then we may take D to be the branch
divisor of pi, namely the smallest divisor on X outside which pi is e´tale. If D is not fibral,
we also assume that R is excellent. Then, according to [Liu02, Chap. 9, Thm. 2.26], it
is possible to find a projective birational morphism f : X ′ → X where X ′ an arithmetic
surface, such that f ∗D is a divisor with normal crossings on X ′, and f is an isomorphism
outside f ∗D. Now, pulling-back pi along f , we get a CEPT-tame G-cover pi′ : Y ′ → X ′
satisfying (Hyp 1) and (Hyp 2).
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